
Atilio Pernisco

Transfixiones
Painter Atilio Pernisco devises a mode of figurative abstraction — or abstract 
figuration — that in its every form and gesture gives shape to the shifting 
cognitive planes, hyperactive generation and obfuscation, simultaneous 
revisiting and rejection of history, escapist fabulousness, and impending 
cataclysm that define our times. Both seductive and frightening, across 
large-scale, complex tableaux and in more intimately scaled fictions and 
flourishes, Pernisco remains viscerally engaged with the actions and materials of 
making a painting, putting an object of rough labors into the world as a 
place-marker in the discourse, even as his métier is the transcendent parable 
and his characters are his real life companions.

Curator Pablo Baler makes mention of the work’s “dystopian nature,” and how 
“the end of the world as a theme [has] become our collective reality.” And 
indeed, Pernisco’s litany of debauched, ruined, sartorially post-apocalyptic 
figures, symbols, and scenarios telegraphs a motif of both individual and 
collective trauma, and of violence to both the body and the psyche. In the 
context of Pernisco’s narrative array of death, disease, confusion, madness and 
sex, sex, sex, his supercharged, almost histrionic palette of hot saccharine pink, 
tinkerbell blue, allergic yellow, and battered peach — and the contagious verve of 
his brushwork — is both dissonant and radiant.

In works that reference great paintings of art history which themselves spoke to 
disaster and decay — such as his citation of Géricault’s 1818 masterpiece of 
abjection and social critique, Raft of the Medusa — Pernisco calls out the 
repetitions of history’s most unfortunate patterns. His aesthetic a�nities lie with 
painters from George Grosz to Adrian Ghenie, Jenny Saville to Neo Rauch who 
use their own versions of hybrid styles and interfered-with pictorialism to make 
pointed accusations about how far we’ve fallen, as well as with the surrealists 
and pinup artists who helped motivate the world into the wasteful, headlong 
pursuit of elitism and pleasure that got us into this mess.
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